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Computers and Humans Exploring Software Security (CHESS)
Frequently Asked Questions

As of June 7, 2018
Q43: The threshold for certified cost or pricing data was recently increased from $750K to $2M
effective for all contracts expected to be awarded after July 1, 2018. Does this higher threshold
apply to CHESS?
A43: At the time of submission the certification threshold will be the one in effect at that time. If a
proposal is selected and enters negotiations, the final settlement value and the effective threshold
at that time shall be used to determine if a certificate of cost or pricing is required.
Q42: Does DARPA consider individuals who hold green cards to be "US persons" who may perform
work on the CHESS program?
A42: Proposers are allowed to propose non‐US citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents (LPRs) to
work on their efforts. A LPR is a non‐citizen who has been granted authorization to live and work
in the United States on a permanent basis. As proof of that status, a person is granted a
permanent resident card, commonly called a "green card." While DARPA does consider LPRs to be
"US persons", please indicate if an individual is an LPR or Non‐US citizen in the "Team Member
Identification" chart. It should be very clear what work any non‐US citizen or LPRs will be
performing in the context of the overall effort. If selected, the contracting agent will need to
complete a Foreign Disclosure Review for performers with both LPRs and non‐US persons and
which country or countries these individuals hold citizenship.

As of May 29, 2018
Q41: The provided definition of HSR is “intervention or interaction with a living person that would not
be occurring under usual circumstances is considered human subjects research.” Does
“interaction” include conversations, such as those during knowledge elicitation events?
A41: The Government can only determine whether an interaction or intervention is considered
HSR within the context of a full proposal.
Q40: For joint proposals, can an HSR protocol that was approved for use by one team member
institution be leveraged by other team member institutions without further IRB approval or
action?
A40: Each institution performing HSR work must have their protocol reviewed by an IRB who holds
an assurance. An IRB may review work for a different institution, if the IRB agrees to do so. We
recommend that you submit a plan as part of your proposal with the IRB's agreement memo to
review other institution's protocols and what the plan is to deal with review of a collaborative
project. You may find additional information on Human Use at DARPA at this link:
http://www.darpa.mil/work‐with‐us/for‐small‐businesses/human‐animal‐research.

As of May 23, 2018
Q39: May a team submit multiple proposals to TA2, potentially focused on different tasks?
A39: Teams may submit multiple proposals to TA2 focusing on different tasks. Proposals for both
may be selected for funding. It should be clear that the efforts are separate, and proposed in a
way that does not assume availability of the other effort, in the case that only one is selected for
funding.
Q38: Please clarify how the Statement of Work (SOW) should define the periods of performance.
Should it be per calendar year or per fiscal year?
A38: The SOW should be defined per calendar year and assume a start date of November 1, 2018.
Q37: Are Other Transaction Authority (OTA) vehicles allowed?
A37: Per page 3 of the BAA, the types of instruments that may be award are “procurement
contracts or cooperative agreements.” This includes, but is not limited to fixed price and cost
reimbursement procurement contracts.
Q36: Is there any guidance on proposers submitting as team members on multiple proposals,
potentially over multiple TAs?
A36: There is no guidance on how to team together or write a proposal. Submitting on multiple
teams/proposals/TAs is permitted under the BAA. However, conflicts of interest exist between
TAs, so the Government has the latitude to make partial selections if necessary to deconflict
potentially selectable proposals. Based on selected performers, the Government will seek to
reduce duplicate effort and address any overleveraged personnel during contract negotiations.
Q35: Will proposals to TA1 or TA2 that only address a subset of the source code languages, compiled
binary targets and/or vulnerability classes be viewed less favorably than more comprehensive
proposals?
A35: No, the Government has no preference on how many of the target source code languages,
compiled binary targets or vulnerability classes are addressed by each proposal. The Government
anticipates that the combined CHESS system will address all listed research areas through the
collaborative efforts of all performers. Proposed efforts addressing a subset of these research
areas will be integrated into the CHESS system by the TA5 performer. Proposed cost should be
appropriate relative to the research area coverage of each proposed effort.

As of May 2, 2018
Q34: I noticed the Electronic Submission System is requiring me to enter a dollar value when
submitting my abstract. Since Cost is not required for the abstract, what should I enter?
A34: Unfortunately, the system requires some number to be placed into the cost field. Enter any
numerical value to satisfy the system’s requirement, and DARPA will ignore that information for
abstract processing.
Q33: The online submission cover sheet template for the CHESS abstract requires a "Proposed Cost".
Does this require high level detail or is it an estimate that may change with the detailed full
proposal?
A33: No cost data of any kind is required for CHESS abstracts. The focus of the abstracts should be
on technical approach. The “Proposed Cost” field in the DARPA BAA Submission Website may be
left blank or marked as “N/A” for any abstract submissions.

Q32: Is an approved accounting system a requirement for selection?
A32: No, an approved accounting system is not a requirement to be selected. Please thoroughly
review the BAA and clearly structure the proposed SOW and milestone deliverables such that the
Government can clearly understand the proposed technical approach. These milestone
deliverables should be more substantial than a status report.
Q31: If proposed development for TA1 or TA2 is also part of a public program analysis toolset, will TA4
be allowed to leverage these developments at evaluations?
A31: This is a valid concern and will be addressed by the Government on a case‐by‐case basis.
Q30: What level of technical expertise are CHESS human collaborators expected to have?
A30: Human collaborators will fall into one of the classes of human subjects described in Section
I.B of the BAA. Proposals may involve one or more of these classes of human collaborator.
Q29: Should performers without clearances plan to attend the demonstration events?
A29: TA5 performer team members with and without clearances should plan to attend the
demonstration events. Demonstration events may involve unclassified presentations and
discussions relevant to TA5 team members without clearances. Only TA5 team members should
plan to attend demonstrations, no other TAs should plan to attend.
Q28: Should part‐time students hired by university performers attend the kickoff, hackathon and
evaluation events?
A28: All significant technical contributors to the CHESS program should attend the kickoff,
hackathon and evaluation events. In addition to promoting open technical exchange between
performers, these events will serve as PI meetings. It is up to the proposer to determine the
appropriate attendees and include their travel costs in the proposal.
Q27: Should TA1 propose specific novel representations or experiments to help determine what
representations work best given target users and/or vulnerabilities?
A27: TA1 proposers should describe how their approach will address the challenges described in
the BAA.
Q26: What should be included in an abstract?
A26: Each abstract should only address a single TA and “shall not exceed a maximum of 5 pages
including the cover sheet and all figures, tables, and charts.” Proposers submitting abstracts are
encouraged to keep their submissions succinct and focused on their technical goals, technical plan
and a high‐level statement of work. See Section IV.B of the BAA for more details.
Q25: Are combined proposals incorporating both TA1 and TA2 allowed?
A25: No. Per the BAA, “Each abstract and proposal submitted against this solicitation shall address
only one (1) TA. Organizations may submit multiple abstract/proposals to any one TA, or they may
propose to multiple TAs.”
Q24: How many Challenge Sets should be provided by TA3 at each milestone?
A24: TA3 proposers should provide as many Challenge Sets as they believe will best address the
CHESS program requirements.
Q23: Are university students in scope as test subjects?
A23: Yes, provided the students meet the criteria of at least one class of human subjects described
in Section I.B of the BAA, and all test interactions are part of an IRB‐approved protocol.
Q22: How many TA1 and TA2 awards will there be?
A22: The Government anticipates multiple awards in TA1 and TA2.

Q21: Will having physically distributed teams be viewed unfavorably?
A21: No, but a poorly documented management plan to mitigate any potential weaknesses in the
proposed approach may be viewed unfavorably.
Q20: Are compiled binary targets limited to desktop/server hardware features, or should non‐
traditional hardware features such as cyber physical sensors be considered.
A20: The Government team will work with TA3 to ensure the Challenge Set corpora will be
representative of the diversity and complexity of real world software.
Q19: What is the best approach for submitting a joint proposal, including government entities?
A19: The Government cannot answer how best to submit a proposal. What is important for any
government agency is to justify that you can legally propose against and receive funding under
this BAA.
Q18: Is there a preference for industry‐led or university‐led teams?
A18: The Government has no preference, whatever is most appropriate for your technical
approach.
Q17: Is there a preferred team size or limit on the number of organizations on a team?
A17: The Government has no preference. It is up to the proposer to determine what is most
appropriate for the proposed technical approach.
Q16: Should TA1 place higher emphasis on novel representations, novel augmentations to existing
tools or novel workflows entirely?
A16: The Government cannot dictate proposed approaches, but all proposed technical approaches
should be convincingly justified.
Q15: Is machine learning in scope for TA1 or TA2?
A15: Any technology that addresses the goals of the CHESS program, and is not specifically
disallowed by the BAA, is in scope.
Q14: How will inputs and outputs between collaborating TAs be defined and what assumptions can
proposers make about these interactions?
A14: Please review all sections of the BAA, not just those to which you are considering proposing.
This will provide a thorough understanding of the required collaborations, inputs and outputs.
Q13: Are techniques for humans assisting in targeted patching in scope?
A13: Yes. Computer‐human collaboration for any of the TA2 tasks is in scope.
Q12: Will the artifacts from the CGC be made available for use by performers?
A12: Many CGC artifacts (challenge sets, network captures, infrastructure, etc.) are already
publically available. CHESS performers will not be given access to any non‐public CGC artifacts.
Q11: Will data from all TA2 performers be available to each individual human collaborator?
A11: TA1 approaches may involve any and all data produced by TA2. The specifics of any data
aggregation or sharing will be a point of collaboration between TA1 and TA2, per the BAA.
Q10: May TA4 performers participate as HSR for TA1?
A10: Yes, but TA1 should not assume Government‐provided access to TA4 performers beyond the
collaboration as described in section I.E of the BAA.
Q9: Is program analysis that generates a partial solution to be evaluated by a human in scope?
A9: Yes, if the proposed technique addresses the criteria of TA1 or TA2. TA1 proposals should
“convert insights from human observations into measurable, succinct, consistent characteristics of

successful vulnerability discovery.“ TA2 proposals should focus on program analysis techniques
that “human collaborators can assist with and what level of expertise (expert hacker, novice
hacker or non‐hacker) is required...” All proposals “must be able to meet the program objectives
for vulnerability class coverage and speed.” The objectives are described in Section I.E of the BAA.
Q8: How will binary patching be evaluated?
A8: Per the BAA, “Generated patches should address detected vulnerabilities completely and
specifically without interfering with normal program behavior.” Specific metrics will be
determined by TA5 with input from TA2 and TA3.
Q7: Does the Government prefer single task TA2 proposals?
A7: No, proposers should address both tasks if they believe their approaches to both are strong.
Per the BAA, “The Government prefers focused proposals on a single TA2 task rather than shallow
proposals covering both TA2 tasks. Approaches that address both tasks should be structured as
distinct and separable tasks in the SOW.”
Q6: Can you say something about the sophistication level of the UI you expect for TA1?
A6: The sophistication level of the UI should be appropriate for the proposed technical approach.
Q5: Are solutions that perform hybrid source and binary analysis without diffing in scope for TA2?
A5: Source‐assisted analysis that involves the compiled binary (hybrid) is in scope, but is
considered source‐assisted. Any analysis techniques that involve diffing are out of scope.
Q4: What does a PoV look like for “semantic” vulnerabilities?
A4: Per the schedule in the BAA, TA3 will provide all other TAs with PoV Specifications describing
the qualities and requirements of PoVs for each vulnerability class. While the ultimate
responsibility of TA3, the development of the PoV Specifications will be collaborative between all
TAs. TA3 will also provide example Challenge Sets, including example PoVs, to all other TAs.
Q3: Will TA2 have access to Service Pollers for Challenge Sets?
A3: Per the schedule in the BAA, TA2 will be provided example Challenge Sets, including example
Service Pollers, for each vulnerability class. During evaluations, TA2 will not be given the
evaluation Service Pollers.
Q2: What is the overall program funding?
A2: The Government will not be releasing that information.
Q1: Can a performer be a prime on TA1 or TA2, and also be a subcontractor on TA3, TA4 or TA5,
assuming appropriate measures are taken to segment the work?
A1: Entities may submit proposals for all five TAs, as primes and/or subcontractors. An entity
proposing to both TA1 and TA2 may be selected to work on both TAs. Entities selected for TA3,
TA4 or TA5 will not be selected for any other technical area. The decision as to which proposal(s)
to consider for award is at the discretion of the Government.

